
 

 

Card Organizer Lunch pail (with 10 cards)  
featuring BasicGrey Blush 
 

 
Supply List: 

 

1 Blush Collection Pack 
1 Lunch Pail Kit  

1 pack Blush Fibers 
 

1 black pen  

Trimmer and sharp scissors  
favorite adhesive and spray adhesive 

pop dots if desired 
Scalloped Deco Scissors if desired 
Brown distressing ink if desired 
Mod Podge (matte) if desired 

Decorating Lunchpail: 
1.  Cut 12x12” sheet of Charmed (Solid Blue) into 2- 4 7/8” x 12” strips.  Coat back of one strip with adhesive (I 

recommend either spray adhesive or Xyron’s Cheetah runner) and gently center it on the front of the pail and then 

wrapping the ends around the side.  Smooth and repeat with the 2nd strip along the back of the pail.  Both strips should 
overlap approximately at the center of the sides of the pail. 

2.  Cut 4-½x12” strips of Sweetie (pink).  Adhere 2 of the strips to the top rim of the pail in the same manner that the 
other strips were adhered to the middle.  Do the same for the bottom rim of the pail with the remaining two strips. 

3.  Using template for the top provided, cut out piece of Fancy, including rounding the corners and removing the “holes” 

where shown.  Use a sharp pair of scissors or a craft knife to cut a straight line from one hole to the other.  Apply 
adhesive to the back and slip over the lunch pail handle and smooth out.  You shouldn’t be able to tell a cut was there 

once the sheet is adhered. 
4.  To make the flowers that decorate the pail, cut out seven (7) flowers from Fancy and ink edges.  Then cut seven (7) 

“stems” from Eternity (either using scalloped or straight scissors).  Finally, cut “leaf” shapes from Cherish as desired to 
embellish the stems. 

5.  Assemble “flowers” onto the pail as shown.  (There are four on the front and then one each on the sides and back).  

Use pop dots as desired to give the flowers some dimension.  
6.  Trace or print the letters that spell the word “Cards” onto sheet of Double Dark (Dark Brown).  Ink edges with Brown 

ink as desired. Place on the front of the pail to title it.   
7.  Take tag from included chipboard and cover with any paper so that the reverse side is showing (the white).  Add 

words “For You” with pen and attach to a flower. 

8.  Finish the pail by tying various coordinating fibers to the handle as desired. 
 

Decorating Tabbed Inserts: 
1. Cover the front of the tabbed inserts completely with the 

following colors: Sweetie, Romance, Milk Chocolate, 
Crush, Be Mine and Admire.  Trim and ink as desired. 

2. To make the flowers that decorate the pail, cut out 
flowers from Fancy and ink edges.  Then cut “stems” 
from Eternity (either using scalloped or straight scissors) 

as the base.  Finally, cut “leaf” shapes from Cherish as 
desired to embellish the stems. 

3. Assemble “flowers” onto the Inserts as desired. (Usually 
there are between 1 and 3 per insert).  Use pop dots as 
desired to give the flowers some dimension.  

4. Using a black pen, write the categories you wish to divide 
your cards. I used: Birthday, All Occasion, Thank You, 

Get Well, Anniversary/Weddings and Holidays. 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Be Mine? Valentine Card (Card 1): 

1. Cut section of Delish to 7 x 6”.  Score and fold in half so card 
measures 3 ½ x 6” and opens from the side. 

2. Cut piece of Cherish that measures 3 ¼ x 5 ½”.  Ink edges if desired 
and adhere to the left side. 

3. Trim piece of Cherish to ½” x 2”.  Write “will you” on the white side in 
black pen.  Adhere to the left side with staples. 

4. Finish card with words “Be Mine?” in alpha stickers as shown. 

 

Birthday Cake Birthday Card (Card 2): 

1. Cut section of Delish to 5 x 12”.  Score and fold so card opens from bottom 
and measures 5 x 6”.   

2. Cut a block of Be Mine that measures roughly 3 ¼ x 3” as the cake base.  
Adhere along the bottom and left side. 

3. Cut strip of Eternity with scalloped edge to be “icing” and adhere as shown. 
4. Cut 1¾” tall strips of Eternity and Boyfriend for candles and place as shown. 
5. Cut 2 ¼” circle out of Milk Chocolate and place as shown. 
6. Add doodles for icing and candle flames with black pen as shown. 
7. Finish card with alphabet stickers spelling out “You are 4.”

 

2 Hearts Become 1 Wedding Card (Card 3): 
1. Cut a 9 x 4 ½” strip of Double Dark, score and fold in half so card 

measures 4 ½” square and opens from the side. 
2. Cut 4” square of Milk Chocolate and mount onto Double Dark. 
3. Cut a small heart from Crush and Devotion and a large heart from 

Sweetie. Arrange as shown, raising the Sweetie heart on pop dots. 
4. Embellish using pen to draw stitching lines along the card edge and string 

marks on the Sweetie heart.  
5. Finish by hand writing the sentiment “and 2 hearts become 1” and adding 

a small tag (made out of the reverse of a scrap of paper) with the word 
“always”. 

 

 

 
 

 
Flower Thank you Card (Card 4): 

1. Cut strip of Romance to 8 x 5 ½”, score and fold so that card measures 4 x 5 
½” and opens from the side. 

2. Cut three (3) flowers from Fancy, three (3) “stems” from Eternity and two (2) 
“leaves” from Cherish. 

3. Assemble as shown. 
4. Finish with handwritten “Thank you” sentiment up the left stem as shown. 

 



 

 

 
 

Love Anniversary Card (Card 5): 

1. Cut a strip of Sweetie to 10 x 5”. Score and fold so the card measures 5” 
square and opens from the bottom. 

2. Layer a 4 x 4” piece of Milk Chocolate then a 3 ½ x 3 ½” square of 
Romance as shown. 

3. Cut 1 ½” squares of Crush, Devotion, Sweetie and Milk Chocolate.  Arrange 
in center of Card as shown. 

4. Cut freehand heart out of Romance and place on the Devotion square, 
raised by pop dots. 

5. Finish spelling the word “Love” as shown with alpha stickers. 
6. Complete card by using black pen to draw the stitching lines around all the 

squares. 

 

 
 
 

 

Get Well Soon Card (Card 6): 
1. Cut section of Delish to 7 x 6”.  Score and fold in half so card measures 6 x 

3 ½” and opens from the bottom. 
2. Cut 2 ¾” ring of Milk Chocolate.  Place ring over Be Mine and trim. 
3. Place circle over Admire and trim with scalloped scissors.  Ink edges if 

desired. 
4. Place on right side of card, hanging over the edge, and trim 
5. Add a couple of flowers cut from Fancy and embellish with black pen as 

shown if desired. 

6. Finish title with Alpha stickers as shown. 

 
 

 
Thinking of You All Occasion (Card 7): 

1. Cut strip of Double Dark to 5 x 12”.  Score and fold so card measures 
5 x 6” and opens from the bottom.  Round corners and ink as desired. 

2. Cut a ¾” wide strip of Boyfriend and cut into two pieces – 5” and 3 
½”.  Place on Card as shown. 

3. Cut a block of Admire that is 2 ½ x 3 ½”.  Tear edge and adhere as 
shown. 

4. Finish Card with “Thinking of You” title in alpha stickers. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Congrats Card (Card 8): 
1. Cut strip of Milk Chocolate to 4 x 8”.  Score and fold in half so card 

measures 4” square and opens from the side. 

2. Cut varying sized circles out of Romance, Be Mine, Admire and Sweetie.  
Ink edges if desired and arrange as shown. 

3. Add title of “congratulations” with alpha stickers as shown. 
4. Finish with using a black journaling pen to draw in some stitching lines. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

  

 


